


Ali Bagheri alias „BABY BROWN“ has found the 12th of April 1981 in Theheran, Iran the light oft he passion of music. Baby Brown lives now more than 3 years in 
one of the biggest party cities of Germany , Cologne. By the age of 15 years he started to write and compose his first songs and managed to present them in 
the youth center of Roggendorf, a village near Cologne. To improve his skills and to empower his interest on music, he started to learn the first songs by 
heart and translated them from English to German. This is one of the reasons how he managed to improve his English skills. 

Baby Brown then started to write his first Rap-Songs. His lyrics are quite strong and impulsive, as they contain topics Baby Brown then started to write his first Rap-Songs. His lyrics are quite strong and impulsive, as they contain topics 
of love, party, girls and daily life problems. These lyrics only characterize his Rap-Songs, in real personal life 
he is an adorable, well-educated and open-minded person. This image of Baby Brown can be approved by his 
close ones, meaning family, friends and work-colleagues. 

By the age of 18 he was overbooked by nightclubs mainly in Germany for the first time in his life, giving him 
additional motivation to continue producing his own songs. The most demanded skill that he can offer to clubs 
was his special live acts and his passion being a Party-Entertainer (MC). Baby Brown has the ability to directly was his special live acts and his passion being a Party-Entertainer (MC). Baby Brown has the ability to directly 
get adapted to the audience by analyzing the way party-people behave in regards to the type of music. 
Furthermore he has a tremendous skill on motivating and cheering up people which concludes at the end as a 
WOW-Effect. Since this time he gets regularly booked and is even asked to be the host for other superstars 
and exclusive events around Europe. Baby Brown is often booked as a pre-program for many artists 
and performs his songs especially during after parties of concerts and festivals. 

Here you can see a short overview of his current music partners and 
supporters that he managed to work with during the last years:supporters that he managed to work with during the last years:
J.Cole, Kendrick Lemar, Waka Floka Flame, TYGA, Meek Mill, Kid Ink,
Busta Rhymes u.v.m... JAM FM Radio, iM1 Music TV, Yavido Music TV, MTV, VIVA 
and many more...

It’s been years now that Baby Brown is seen as one of the most successful 
rappers and party entertainers of Germany and established a variety of song 
releases and features with top artists where his name is clearly highlighted in 
the music industry. Publications, but also global labels such as the music industry. Publications, but also global labels such as 
„Universal Music, KONTOR TV, Ministry of Sound, Zooland Records" are 
providing Baby Brown as one of the most asked and most invited MC’s and 
Entertainers of Europe. His biggest accomplishment was the “Smash Hot Single” of the
German dance charts “My My My with G&G and Garry Wright” which was for more than 6 
weeks on place number one of the German charts. In August 2012 Baby Brown managed to 
create is own record company called “BROWN ENTERTAINMENT”! 

Moreover more singles and hits were published, these will be listed below:Moreover more singles and hits were published, these will be listed below:
“Morning Light” with DJ Rasmican = 5th place at Germany VIVA & MTV Charts
 “Drop Your Ass Down” with DJ Rasmican & Young Dee = 4th place & weeks of TOP 10 charts
 “Ready 2 Party” with DJ Rasmican and the Jamaican superstar Leftside
These three songs were played internationally in various clubs and radio stations all over the 
world. All of these songs can be found on Youtube. Nevertheless that’s not enough for 
Baby Brown, he definitely wants more. “Brown Entertainment is progressing step by step and 
offers various concepts of events, oriented by the ideas, wishes and additional live acts with offers various concepts of events, oriented by the ideas, wishes and additional live acts with 
deejays, dancecrews and/or fire and lightning shows. Finally „Brown Entertainment“ offers 
also video and foto shootings, music productions, songwriting, singing acts and rap vocals, 
but also graphic and web design. It can be added, that Baby Brown managed to go this far all 
himself, as he believes in the philosophy of: if you have a dream in your life, don’t give up 
and make that dream come true!
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